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Terrorists are adaptive: they update their tactics and techniques by adopting new weapons systems, communication and surveillance technologies and organisational structures. They are also adaptive and innovative in the financial space, and exploit new technologies to raise, use, move, manage, store and obscure their funds. Terrorist groups, cells and individuals have all exploited technology with variation in scope and scale, but with remarkable similarity to existing financing methods. As the world has moved more of its day-to-day functions online and embraced things like online retailers and marketplaces, new financial technologies and cryptocurrency, as well as social media and crowdfunding platforms, terrorists have followed suit. Terrorists exploit these technologies to procure weapons and components, sell propaganda, move funds internationally and solicit donations from their supporters around the world. Countering the use of technology by terrorists to finance their activities involves ‘following the money’ to identify actors and operational activity, stopping funds whenever possible, and exploiting financial intelligence to illuminate terrorist intent, capability, planning and preparation.

Online Retailers and Marketplaces

Terrorists use online retailers and marketplaces like Amazon, eBay, Alibaba and other regionally specific platforms to procure goods and material for organisational needs as well as operational activity like terrorist attacks. Many also use these platforms to raise funds through the sale of propaganda and goods.

Terrorists use these platforms to obtain weapons and components for their attacks. For instance, the Islamic State bought drones and shipped them to Syria from a number of different online retailers. Terrorists involved in the 2015–16 attacks in France and Belgium are believed to have bought weapons online from sources in the Balkans, and in 2017, some of the material for the Manchester bombing was acquired online from Amazon. Terrorists likely purchase weapons and components online out of convenience, but also to reduce their interaction with members of the public, limiting the possibility that a bystander might observe suspicious activity and report it to the police.

Online retailers and marketplaces also provide a venue for terrorists and extremists to sell goods and propaganda, raising small amounts of money while also spreading their message. Most of this activity is done to support individuals or cells rather than larger terrorist groups, and likely goes towards daily subsistence rather than directly for attack purposes. For instance, Atomwaffen Division (a neo-Nazi extremist group based in the US) members raised funds by selling books, specifically Siege, a collection of essays by US neo-Nazi James Mason and a critical piece of Atomwaffen’s ideological apparatus, on Amazon’s CreateSpace. Propaganda sales are unlikely to generate significant profit for terrorists and extremists, but generate a small source of funds, create loose networks of likeminded individuals and serve to keep propaganda available to potential new recruits.

Online retailers and marketplaces have also been used by terrorist groups (or their proxies) to sell looted goods. For instance, antiquities looted from Islamic State territory were found for sale on eBay and in Facebook groups and community pages, while antiquities traffickers have also made deals using Skype, WhatsApp or Kik messaging services. The Islamic State profited from the sale of antiquities by taxing it at source and by looting artefacts and selling them to intermediaries, even though they were unlikely to have conducted the online sale of the goods directly.

Cryptocurrencies and Financial Technologies

Financial technologies enable terrorists to transfer funds between people, facilitate payments and move money around the world instantaneously. Terrorists and...
extremists solicit donations from their supporters and encourage them to use financial technologies, often touting the anonymity or increased privacy of these tools over that of banks or traditional money service businesses.

The most popular cryptocurrency among terrorists and extremists is by far Bitcoin, lauded for its supposed anonymity as well as the mythology surrounding its creation. Terrorists and extremists have used Bitcoin to move money and to pay for services like webhosting, although terrorists (particularly the Islamic State) also use other cryptocurrencies like Monero. The most common terrorist use of cryptocurrency is to solicit donations from supporters. A number of terrorist organisations have solicited donations in Bitcoin, but Hamas’s foray into the cryptocurrency space has been particularly interesting. Initially, Hamas publicly posted its wallet address on the donation website, which made all the donations to it traceable. Over time, Hamas has improved its financial tradecraft, and now generates a new wallet for every donation, significantly enhancing its operational security and making it far more difficult to ‘follow the money’.

Individual terrorist supporters have also used cryptocurrency to move funds to terrorist groups. In December 2017, Zoobia Shahnaz was arrested for raising over $85,000 to send to the Islamic State. She used false information to acquire loans and multiple credit cards in order to raise the funds, then purchased Bitcoin and other digital currencies and sent them to the terrorist group. At the same time, while terrorists have used Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency to move funds, evidence of direct operational funding through Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency has, to date, largely been exaggerated.

The use of financial technology by terrorists and extremists is not restricted by ideology, and it appeals to individuals across the political spectrum. For instance, some far-right figures have websites where they accept individual donations through credit card companies or PayPal and publicly identify their Bitcoin wallet. They also use crowdfunding sites like Patreon to generate financial support. For instance, Canadian white nationalist Faith Goldy has been financially deplatformed by a number of financial technology companies, but maintains a Bitcoin address and accepts credit card payments via her website.

Bitcoin, and to a lesser extent other financial technologies, appeal to these actors in part because they are perceived to avoid the financial surveillance of the formal financial sector. At the same time, the pseudo-anonymous nature of transactions can be combined with other forms of financial tradecraft to increase anonymity and obscure the source and destination of funds. Many of the people who donate to terrorist and extremist groups employ basic financial tradecraft and operational security measures such as the use of Bitcoin exchanges or tumblers, the use of new wallets to minimise the number of transactions that can be directly linked to them, or a combination of techniques. As some cryptocurrency researchers have noted, Hamas’s adoption of some of these techniques (such as new wallets for every Bitcoin transaction) has greatly increased the difficulty in tracking transactions.

Cryptocurrencies will not replace traditional financing methods for terrorists. Cash couriers, hawalas, the banking sector and other methods of moving money will remain integral to the financial tradecraft of terrorists. However, cryptocurrencies and other financial technologies will be adopted when practical and when they provide an additional layer of obfuscation for the source and destination of funds.

Social Media and Crowdfunding

Terrorists and extremists across the political spectrum have exploited social media and crowdfunding platforms to raise funds. They have used social media platforms to solicit funds from donors and crowdfunding platforms to raise funds, often under the guise of charitable activity. When terrorists use social media for their funding calls, they often redirect supporters to other payment mechanisms. More recently, the incorporation of native payment systems in social media platforms has enabled terrorists to move funds within the platform. Terrorists also use messaging platforms like WhatsApp, Kik and others to arrange for the sale of goods and transfer of funds.

While soliciting funds from support networks is an old terrorist financing method, social media makes it easier for terrorist actors to reach and receive donations from a wider audience. For instance, Hajjaj Fahd Al Ajmi, a Kuwait national who served as a focal point for donations to Al Nusrah Front, had a robust and active presence on Instagram and Twitter, and he used these platforms to solicit funds from supporters.\(^\text{19}\) Al Shabaab has also used social media to solicit funds from its support network outside of Somalia. In 2016, two women led a support network of 15 women in fundraising for Al Shabaab. The women solicited money in a chat room, and sent that money (likely though a hawala or money service business) to financiers of Al Shabaab where the money was used to finance military operations in Somalia. The group of women included supporters from Somalia, Kenya, Egypt, the Netherlands, Sweden, the UK, Canada and Minneapolis.\(^\text{20}\)

Support networks can also be mobilised to provide financial assistance to detained terrorists. For instance, suspected Islamic State members in Syria (women detained in camps for Islamic State families) have raised thousands of dollars through online crowdfunding campaigns. Two such campaigns explicitly aimed to raise funds to pay smugglers to help them escape from their detention camps. Many of these crowdfunding activities also cross platforms, starting as a call on one (such as Instagram) before redirecting the potential donor to a payment platform like PayPal.\(^\text{21}\)

Terrorist attacks have also been funded through crowdfunding, although examples of this are rare. This fundraising technique may be used specifically in cases where terrorists do not have enough money on hand for their desired operational activities and seek out avenues to acquire funds. This includes applying for and receiving a loan just days before an attack, as the perpetrators of the San Bernardino attack did in 2015.\(^\text{22}\) The loan was provided by Prosper Marketplace, a financial technology and crowdfunding company that provides peer-to-peer lending, amounting to $28,500.\(^\text{23}\) The perpetrators used some of these funds to provide for their child after their attack, using the rest to purchase components for the 12 pipe bombs found at their residence and the over 4,500 rounds of ammunition, in addition to the ammunition used during the attack.\(^\text{24}\)

While recent terrorist financing schemes using crowdfunding websites have drawn significant attention, this is not a new technique. Terrorists have solicited funds from their supporters for decades.\(^\text{25}\) What is new is the use of financial technology, and specifically social media and crowdfunding websites to facilitate it. The premise employed in the past is the same as today – websites, often crowdfunding sites, advertise the purchase of goods, weapons, or supplies for terrorists (or using a cover story), and donors can provide the funds. But today, transactions can occur instantaneously and can be made more anonymous by combining social media, financial technologies and cryptocurrencies.

Counterterrorism Financing Implications

As financial technologies evolve, so will terrorist financing techniques that exploit them, meaning that countering this activity effectively will require ongoing adaptation to new technologies and platforms.

Countering terrorist financing through online retailers or marketplaces requires addressing how terrorists use these platforms: to acquire weapons and components, as well as fundraising through the sale of propaganda and goods. Online retailers and marketplaces are well placed to track and monitor online sales, including specific combinations of goods. However, even basic efforts by the prospective terrorist to hide the purpose or destination of the goods may complicate these efforts, and this activity is easily displaced from one platform to another. Using online retailers and marketplaces allows terrorists to procure goods and avoid suspicion that might arise from interacting with staff in person, reducing opportunities for law enforcement and security services to detect plots. From a counterterrorist financing perspective, it may prove more beneficial for these companies to report concerning or suspicious activity to law enforcement rather than simply prohibit it, as this information can provide investigative leads. Educating companies about how their technologies are being used to facilitate terrorist financing is a first step; regulation and mandatory reporting may be required or warranted as well. Similarly, while it may be tempting to force companies to take down propaganda or goods being sold by terrorists or extremists, these sales can provide valuable financial intelligence to investigators, although encouraging companies to continue to allow these activities to take place may require the adoption of ‘keep open’ orders for online retailers or marketplaces.

Financial technologies and cryptocurrencies appeal to terrorists as a means of safely and securely moving money from supporters and for operational needs. At the same time, many of these technologies have anti-money laundering or counterterrorist financing reporting requirements, meaning that they are not necessarily anonymous or secret, even if they do have other benefits such as price and speed. For terrorists and extremists, some of these technologies also have barriers to entry making them difficult to use, all of which reduces their widescale adoption. However, the preponderance of technologies that can be used to move money complicates investigations – understanding and exploiting these technologies for leads requires ongoing situational awareness of dozens, if not hundreds, of applications and tools. Few law enforcement services in the world have the personnel to do this effectively. Tools and guidance developed by international organisations such as the FATF, the Egmont Group or the UN Office on Drugs and Crime would help states exploit financial technologies for financial intelligence and facilitate greater investigative capacity in this space, reducing the burden on counterterrorism forces to become experts in everything new and novel, and allowing them to focus on the important part of the transaction – the sender and beneficiary.

Social media platforms, and to a lesser extent crowdfunding platforms, are no strangers to the controversies surrounding terrorist use of their platforms. Many are already well equipped with internal policies to ‘take down’ extremist materials, including calls for funds. However, many of these policies are poorly or inconsistently enforced, and in some cases, social media companies or messaging services have little or no interest or incentives to remove extremist content. In the case of terrorist financing, take downs may be attractive solutions for the perceived inherent public good of removing extremist content, but this strategy should be balanced with the need to develop and acquire financial intelligence for investigations. There is no simple equation to achieve this balance – an ongoing dialogue and partnership between counterterrorism practitioners and these platforms is required to achieve the right balance, and decisions will need to be taken on a case-by-case basis.

The use of technology by terrorists and extremists for financing is by no means new nor are the underlying methods, but the specific technologies and techniques they use will continue to evolve with changes in technology and financial systems. The adoption of these technologies does not represent a paradigm shift in terrorist financing, but it does complicate investigations, challenge legislation and regulation of these platforms, and necessitate

enhanced public–private partnerships.\textsuperscript{29} To effectively counter terrorist financing through new technologies, acknowledgement of the significant differences between how terrorist organisations finance their activities and how operational cells and individuals do so is critical. It is also increasingly important to understand the difference between terrorist organisations and extremist movements, the latter of which are unlikely to have a centralised financing structure, but where members use a wide variety of technologies to raise, use, move and obscure their funds. It is also critical to balance actions meant to prevent terrorists from acquiring funds, goods and material with the financial intelligence that can be gleaned from these transactions. Ultimately, counterterrorist financing needs to focus on stopping the money wherever possible, while balancing that with following and exploiting financial intelligence and using that intelligence to illuminate terrorist intent, capability, planning and preparation.
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